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 In the university my courses According to the widely used of  "Steel 
buildings " in these days which taught us to analyze and design this flooring 
system that can achieve the requirements of this structure. Also use several 
programs like (ETAB, SAP, ROBOT and TEKLA etc), beside that I used 
different combinations for earthquake resistance. It analysis and design according 
to the eurocode AISC 14.0 , in addition to that I used the program of  Autodesk 
Robot Structural, AUTO CAD 2013 and Tekla Structure. While I have many 
components I used that program to help me for designing, by include the loads as 
input, then I got different diagrams and diameters for each part. 
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1) I  got analysis it respects to applying earthquake  
 
TABLE:  Case - Static 1 - Load Assignments 
Case LoadType LoadName Load  SF 








 So now I got earthquake resistant. 
2) I use the material ASTM A36 steel Plate, ASTM A36 Beam and ASTM 
A36 Channel.  
3) I got Design of fixed beam-to-column connection is 0.26, Design of fixed 
beam-to-beam connection is 0.98, Calculation of the beam-column (web) 
connection is 0.54, Fixed column base design is 0.87.  
4) And I got analysis it respects to applying load is Live load on slab = 3.0 
t/m
2 
, Dead load = 0.15 t/m
2
, Super Dead Load = 2.00 t/m
2
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